Dogs, Snowshoeing and walking are NOT allowed on ski trails, except as noted!

Required on this trail system

"All cross-country skiers on public ski trails who are aged 16 & above must have a Minnesota Ski Pass. You must sign your ski pass and carry it with you when skiing. Your ski pass fee helps support Minnesota's cross-country ski trail systems."

Minnesota Dept. of Natural Resources

Ski passes are available at the Holiday Station and Sawtooth Outfitters in Tofte, and Clearview Store in Lutsen.
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Cross-country Ski Trails

- Easiest
- More Difficult
- Most Difficult

Distances are measured from intersection to intersection

Groomed for Classical & Freestyle

Dogs, Snowshoeing and walking are NOT allowed on ski trails, except as noted!

Skijoring Trail (Dogs allowed)

Snowshoe Trail (Superior Hiking Trail)
Dogs, Snowshoeing and walking are NOT allowed on ski trails, except as noted!

**SKI PASS**

Required on this trail system

"All cross-country skiers on public ski trails who are aged 16 & above must have a Minnesota Ski Pass. You must sign your ski pass and carry it with you when skiing. Your ski pass fee helps support Minnesota’s cross-country ski trail systems."

....Minnesota Dept. of Natural Resources

**Distances are measured from intersection to intersection**

Groomed for Classical & Freestyle

Dogs, Snowshoeing and walking are NOT allowed on ski trails, except as noted!

Skijoring Trail (Dogs allowed)

Snowshoe Trail (Superior Hiking Trail)
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www.north-stars.org

Ski passes are available at the Holiday Station and Sawtooth Outfitters in Tofte, and Clearview Store in Lutsen.
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